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Abstract

Several recursive probability ratio were proposed for the statistical

modelling of count data, in particular for the Poisson model, the nega-

tive binomial model, the basic Katz's model and the Conway-Maxwell

Poisson family laws. The aim pursued in this paper is to study the

Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended class laws whom, is an extension at

a time of the basic Katz's model and of the Conway-Maxwell Poisson

class, supplying a frame uni�ed for the statistical modelling of count

data.
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1 Introduction and motivation

Several families or law classes of discrete probability were proposed and
studied as alternatives of Poisson family laws for the statistical modelling
of count data. Sometimes, the count data present an overdispersion or a
underdispersion resulting from the lack of adequacy of the Poisson model
([13],[14],[2],[8]). The negative binomial model is often considered as the pro-
totype of the overdispersed models for discrete data [1]. This phenomenon of
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overdispersion was widely and variously studied in the literature, in particu-
lar, in connection with the law of Poisson ([3],[10]), contrary to that of the
underdispersion which of the binomial law is the prototype.

The family of Katz distribution covers a wide spectre of distributions among
others, the Poisson, binomial and binomial negative distributions [20]. Indeed,
each probability Distributions of count data over the non-negative integers can
be uniquely represented by the recursive probability ([16],[21]):

p (y, φ)

p (y − 1, φ)
= f (y, φ) , y = 1, 2, . . .

p (y, φ) 6= 0, y = 0

(1)

where f is a speci�ed function of y and φ a vector of parameters. Several
types of functions were studied resulting from the class of the discrete laws,
including the Poisson law as particular case.

Katz [15] considers a bi- parametrized system φ = (µ, γ) for whom:{
f (y, µ, γ) = µ+

γ

y
, y = 1, 2, . . .

p (y, µ, γ) 6= 0, y = 0
(2)

One shows ([7],[20],[21]) that the basic Katz's model counts as well overdis-
persed laws in relation to Poisson law when µ ∈ ]0, 1[ and underdispersed laws
in relation to Poisson law when µ < 0, this last case corresponds to the bino-
mial law characterized by a �nit support.

Recently, the Conway-Maxwell Poisson distribution (in short COM-Poisson)
was reintroduced by the statisticians for the statistical modelling of count
data ([11],[6],[5][9],[22]). Developed in 1962 by Conway and Maxwell [18], the
COM-Poisson distribution is a family of laws of Poisson generalized of discrete
probability in two-parameters , de�ned by the recursive probability ratio:

f (y; γ, ν) =
γ

yν
, ν > 0 (3)

The main characteristic of this family is that it contains at the same time
overdispersed laws (which corresponds in 0 ≤ ν < 1) and underdispersed laws
(case where ν > 1).

In this paper, one suggests studying the Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended
class laws de�ned by the recursive ratio [19]
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f (y;µ, γ, ν) = µ+
γ

yν
(4)

which, is a generalization at a time of the basic Katz's model and of the COM-
Poisson class. Indeed, when ν = 1, one has the basic Katz's model and when
µ = 0, one has the COM-Poisson distribution. For that, the presentation
of this paper appears as follows. In the section 2, one presents preliminaries
on the generating functions and the power series distributions. The Conway-
Maxwell Poisson extended distribution and its characteristics are presented in
the section 3. In the section 4, one makes a digital approximation of the char-
acteristics of this distribution. In the section 5, one presents the geometrical
law modi�ed in zero as an extension of the Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended
law. The last section concludes this paper by a discussion about the Fisher
dispersion index of a COM-Poisson extended in relation to those of the Poisson
and negative binomial laws, and some �nal remarks on this distribution.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Probability, moments and cumulant generating func-

tions

Each probability distribution is completely determined by its moment gen-
erating function or its cumulant generating function [4].

If a random variable Y takes only nonnegative integers values, the proba-
bility generating function gY which is associated with him is equal to

gY : z 7−→ gY (z) = E
[
zY
]

=
∑
y≥0

zyP (Y = y) (5)

It is de�ned at least for |z| ≤ 1 because its convergence radius is equal at least
to 1.

Also, its moment generating functionMY is such as

MY : s 7−→MY (s) = E
[
esY
]

(6)

In this case, one puts z = es and this mean exists for at least s ≤ 0, that is to
say in an interval containing 0.

One de�nes the cumulant generating function kY as the log of the generat-
ing moment function
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kY : s 7−→ kY (s) = ln (MY (s)) (7)

and it is de�ned in Θs = {s/s ∈ R, KY (s) < +∞}. KY is a convex function
in Θs.

2.2 Power series distributions

One considers a vector of power φ belonging to a subset Θ ⊂ Rk, {a(y, φ), y ∈ N}
a be sequence of real numbers such as the serie ψφ(µ) =

∑
y≥0

a(y, φ)µy converges

in a some nonempty interval [0, r].

The family of the discrete probability laws de�ned by

p(y, µ, φ) = a(y, φ)
µy

ψφ(µ)
(8)

is called a power series family [17] where µ is the power parameter and µ 7−→
ψφ(µ) the power function.

It follows the following proposition [17].

Proposition 1. A family of power series laws of power parameter µ and of
power function µ 7−→ ψφ(µ) is, for φ �xed, a natural exponential family of
canonical parameter θ = ln(µ) and of cumulant function kφ(θ) = ln

[
ψφ
(
eθ
)]
.

The probability generating function of power series laws is equal to [17]

gY (z) =
ψφ(µz)

ψφ(µ)
(9)

and that of moment is equal to

MY (s) =
ψφ(µes)

ψφ(µ)
(10)

It follows that:

mµ,φ =
µ

ψφ(µ)

dψφ(µ)

dµ
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and

σ2
µ,φ = µ

dmµ,φ

dµ
= µ2d

2 ln [ψφ (µ)]

dµ2
+mµ,φ

This implies that the variance-to-mean ratio is

σ2
µ,φ

mµ,φ

= 1 +
µ2

mµ,φ

d2 ln [ψφ (µ)]

dµ2

One has the following result.

Corollary 1. The Fisher dispersion index is greater (smaller) than 1 for any
value of µ, when the power function µ 7−→ ψφ(µ) is log-convex (log-concave).

3 The Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended dis-

tribution

One begins by presenting the recursive probability ratio of the Conway-
Maxwell Poisson extended distribution (in short COM-Poisson extended) [7]
which is a generalization of the class COM-Poisson, afterwards one shall char-
acterize this distribution in a probabilistic and statistical point of view.

3.1 Recursive probability ratio of the COM-Poisson ex-

tented distribution

The modelling of the recursive probability ratio COM-Poisson extended as
an extension at a time of the basic Katz's model and of the COM-Poisson
family, is a three parameters function under the shape:

f (y;µ, γ, ν) = µ+
γ

yν
(11)

The parameters µ, γ and ν have to satisfy certain constraints so that this
function generates a probability law on N [7].

1. if µ+ γ > 0, this is equivalent to 1 +
γ

µ
> 0 if µ is positive.

2. if µ > 0 and ν < 0, there is no probability distribution de�ned by the
recursive ratio of the Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended.

3. if µ ≥ 0 and ν > 0, then the necessary condition for a probability
distribution exist is µ ∈]0, 1[ and the support of the distribution is N.
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4. if µ < 0 and ν > 0, the probability distribution has a �nit support
bound above by the largest integer such that µyν +γ > 0, that is ymax =[(

γ

µ

) 1
ν

]
where [t] is the whole part of t.

Proof.

f(y, µ, γ, ν) =
p(y, µ, γ, ν)

p(y − 1, µ, γ, ν)
= µ+

γ

yν

Principle of d' Alembert

lim
y→∞

∣∣∣∣ p(y, µ, γ, ν)

p(y − 1, µ, γ, ν)

∣∣∣∣ = lim
y→∞

∣∣∣∣µ+
γ

yν

∣∣∣∣ = |µ| if ν > 0

if not lim
y→∞

∣∣∣∣µ+
γ

yν

∣∣∣∣ =∞.

That is the su�cient condition is |µ| < 1 and ν > 0.

So

1. if µ+ γ > 0, this is equivalent to 1 +
γ

µ
> 0 if µ is positive.

2. if µ > 0 and ν < 0, there is no probability distribution de�ned by the
recursive ratio of the Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended.

3. if µ ≥ 0 and ν > 0, then the necessary condition for a probability
distribution exist is µ ∈]0, 1[ and the support of the distribution is N.

4. if µ < 0 and ν > 0, the probability distribution has a �nit support
bound above by the largest integer such that µyν +γ > 0, that is ymax =[(

γ

µ

) 1
ν

]
where [t] is the whole part of t.

So, one is going to consider only the case where the support of the law is
N.

3.2 Basic property

Let µ ∈ ]0, 1[ and if one puts ω =
γ

µ
, then it exists an one-to-one cor-

respondence between (µ, γ) and (µ, ω), consequently one can consider a rep-
resentation of the recursive probability ratio of the Conway-Maxwell Poisson
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extended class by considering (µ, ω, ν) instead of (µ, γ, ν). That is to say the
relation (11) becomes:

p (y;µ, ω, ν)

p (y − 1;µ, ω, ν)
= µ

(
1 +

ω

yν

)
(12)

for y ≥ 1, with µ ∈ ]0, 1[, ω ∈ ]−1,+∞[ and ν > 0. It ensues from it the
following proposition [7].

Proposition 2. The probability distribution p (µ, ω, ν) = {p (y, µ, ω, ν) , y ≥ 0}
of a random variable Y satisfying the model of Conway-Maxwell Poisson, ex-
tension of the Katz's model, is member of the three parameters family laws of
the power series, of power parameter µ ∈ ]0, 1[ such as:

p (y;µ, ω, ν) = a (y;ω, ν)
µy

ψω,ν (µ)
(13)

where

a (y;ω, ν) =

y∏
j=1

(
ω

jν
+ 1

)
if y ≥ 1, a (0, ω, ν) = 1

and
ψω,ν (µ) =

∑
y≥0

µya (y;ω, ν)

3.3 Moments of the distribution

An immediate consequence of the proposition 1 is that the moment gener-
ating function of the Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended is equal to [17]:

Mµ,ω,ν (s) =
ψω,ν (µes)

ψω,ν (µ)
(14)

The moments of this distribution can be then expressed by using the fol-
lowing recursive formula for k ≥ 1 [7]:

E
(
Y k
)

= µE
[
(Y + 1)k

]
+ µωE

[
(Y + 1)k−ν

]
(15)

and for k = 1, one has:

E (Y ) =
µ

1− µ
(
1 + ωE

[
(Y + 1)1−ν

])
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4 Numeric calculus of the features of the Conway-

Maxwell extended distribution

The power function µ 7−→ ψω,ν (µ) is the limit of the convergent series∑
y≥0

µya (y;ω, ν), but this limit can have no known analytical expression. One

suggests [9] to make an approximation of the power function by a polynomial
of degree k. The following result [12] gives an evaluation of the quality of the
digital approximation of a series with positive terms and which also allows the
approximation of the probability law and of its moments of rank l [7].

Lemma 1. Let us consider
∑
n≥0

un a series with positive terms. If there is a

row n0 such as the recursive ratio
un
un−1

is descending and increased by 1 for

n > n0, one has:

k∑
n=0

un ≤
∑
n≥0

un ≤
k∑

n=0

un +
un+1

1− un+2

un+1

(16)

Consequently, one has:

µya (y;µ, ω, ν)

µy−1a (y − 1;µ, ω, ν)
= µ

(
1 +

ω

yν

)
The sequence of real numbers 1+

ω

yν
is descending when ω > 0 and it is limited

by 1 when ω ∈ ]−1, 0] .

For any, ω > −1, one has:

lim
y−→+∞

(
1 +

ω

yν

)
= 1

Then, for ω > 0, one can �nd an integer y0 such as ∀ y > y0 one has:

µ

(
1 +

ω

yν

)
< 1. For ω ∈ ]−1, 0], µ

(
1 +

ω

yν

)
≤ µ < 1.

One has the following decomposition:

ψω,ν (µ) = 1 +
k∑
y=1

µya (y; , ω, ν) +Rk
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where Rk =
∑
y≥k+1

µya (y;ω, ν) is the rest when ψω,ν (µ) ≈
k∑
y=0

µya (y;ω, ν).

For ω ∈ ]−1, 0], one has Rk ≤
µk+1a (k + 1;ω, ν)

1− µ
and for ω > 0, Rk ≤

µk+1a (k + 1;ω, ν)

1− µ
[
1 +

ω

(k + 2)ν

]

Table 1: Table of values of µ, ω and ν

µ 0.20 0.40 0.70 0.90
ω -0.25 -0.95 1.50 2.00
ν 2 2.50 3 4

One thus has the following proposition.

Proposition 3. In these conditions, one has the following approximations:

p (y;µ, ω, ν) ' µya (y;ω, ν)
k∑
y=0

µa (y;ω, ν)

(17)

and the moment of rank l:

E
[
(Y )l

]
'

k∑
y=0

ylµya (y;ω, ν)

k∑
y=0

µya (y;ω, ν)

(18)

For these approximations, one represented Conway-Maxwell Poisson ex-
tended laws for the values contained in the table 1. These laws are compared
with that of Poisson of same mean m.
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Figure 1: Graphic representation of Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended (�rst
series) and Poisson (second series) laws

5 Extension: geometric law modi�ed in zero

A variety of distributions drift of the Conway-Maxwell extended distribu-
tion. One recovers the basic Katz's model when ν = 1 and, if one puts µ = 0 in
the relation (11), one obtains the family of the COM-Poisson family laws. In
this section, one is interested only in case one has the geometrical law modi�ed
there zero which corresponds for ν = +∞.

5.1 Geometric law modi�ed in zero

One has the following results [7].

Corollary 2. One has:

lim
ν−→+∞

ψω,ν (µ) = ψω (µ)

and for the moments of rank k

lim
ν−→+∞

mk (µ, ω, ν) = mk (µ, ω)
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where ψω (µ) =
1 + µω

1− µ
and mk (µ, ω) =

(1 + ω) (1− µ)

1 + µω

∑
y>0

ykµy.

Corollary 3. When ν stretches toward the in�nity, the generating function of

the probabilities (of moments)
ψω,ν (µz)

ψω,ν (µ)

(
ψω,ν (µes)

ψω,ν (µ)

)
of the Conway-Maxwell

Poisson extended converges toward the generating function of the probabilities
(of moments) of the geometric law modi�ed in zero, of probability in zero π0 =
1− µ

1 + µω
and of failure probability µ.

The geometric law modi�ed in zero of mass function

p (y;µ, ω) =


1− µ

1 + µω
y = 0

ω + 1

1 + µω
µy (1− µ) y = 1, 2, · · ·

has for mean

mµ,ω =
µ (1 + ω)

(1 + µω) (1− µ)

for variance

σ2
µ,ω =

2µ2 (1 + ω)

(1 + µω) (1− µ)2
+mµ,ω −m2

µ,ω

and for generating function of the probabilities

g (z) =
1− µ

1 + µω

1 + zµω

1− zµ

5.2 Variance-to-mean ratio: Fisher dispersion index

The Fisher dispersion index of the geometrical law modi�ed in zero is equal
to:

σ2
µ,ω

mµ,ω

= 1 + µ
ω (2µ− 1) + 1

(1 + µω) (1− µ)
(19)

This report is:

• greater than 1 if ω > 0 and
1

2
− 1

2ω
< µ < 1 or −1 < ω < 0 and

0 < µ <
1

2
− 1

2ω
;
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• equal to 1 if ω > 1 and µ =
1

2
− 1

2ω
;

• smaller than 1 elsewhere.

One concludes that according to the sign of ω (2µ− 1) + 1, this index is
either bigger either smaller than 1. It follows the following result.

Corollary 4. The report of the variance on the mean of a probability distri-
bution belonging to the Conway-Maxwell extended class can be superior, equal
or lower to 1.

Table 2: Variation of the Fisher dispersion index of the Conway-Maxwel Pois-
son extended (ω = 2 and ν = 10) and negative binomial laws (of dispersion
parameter (φ = 0.90)) according of the mean

µ 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.45
m 0.143 0.277 0.407 0.536 0.667 0.804 1.111 1.290

σ2
COM 0.138 0.262 0.385 0.517 0.667 0.847 1.351 1.711

ICOM(Y ) 0.961 0.944 0.946 0.64 1.000 1.053 1.216 1.326
IBN(Y ) 1.159 1.308 1.452 1.595 1.741 1.893 2.234 2.433

The cloud of points contained in this table allows to draw the graph of
the variance-to-mean ratio (cf �gure 2) according to the mean m. This curve
will be compared with that obtained by the negative binomial law of the same
mean and the dispersion parameter φ = 0.90. The Fisher dispersion index of

a negative binomial law is given by the formula IBN (Y ) = 1 +
m

φ
, its curve

will be therefore linear.

6 Conclusion and discussion

One notes to the evidence that the graph (cf �gure 2) watch that the varia-
tion of the Fisher dispersion index of the negative binomial law is strictly over
to the one of the Poisson law, what corroborates the fact that the negative bi-
nomial law is surdispersed in relation to the Poisson law. While the variation
of the Fisher dispersion index of the Conway-Maxwell Poisson extended family
is convex and cut the one of Poisson what means well that she contains some
elements overdispersed as well that underdispersed in relation to Poisson [7].

The main remarks that ensue are the following:
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Figure 2: Graphic representation of the Fisher dispersion index of the COM-
Poisson extended, negative binomial and Poisson laws according to the mean.

1. The COM-Poisson Poisson extended distribution is a distribution to
three parameters which is an extension at a time of the basic Katz's
model and the COM-Poisson class. The estimation of the parameters of
this distribution was not the object of this study;

2. the main characteristic of the COM-Poisson extended distribution is that
it contains at a time overdispersed laws and underdispersed laws.
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